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I. Problem

A. Background "- " - .

eis is one of a series of studies authorized per Disposition Form File

No. SPPP-L 351. 4.1 Mil Ac (21 Mar 46), Subject: "Studies in Personnel Policies and

Prooedure, at West Point.*

B. General Problem

The general problem in that of determining the relationship between cadet

performence at West Point and success in later years as ArmW officer. This is oue of

a series of research projects currently being conducted to devise methods by mans of

which the Academy may improve its selection system, grading procedures, and veight.

for the various elements which determine standing at the Acadomy. Most of the criterion

data on which this report is based were collected during 1946 and the analyses

substantially completed in 1947. On the basls of a preliminary analysis a report was

presented at the 1947 APA meeting and an Interim Progress Report was written in 1947.

C. Specific Problem

The specific problem is:

1. To determine those of the available components of final standing at the

United States Military Academy which are related to post-Acadezv efficiency. This was

carried out for all cases available at the end of an eighteen-month period folloving

graduation. The variables studied are founo in column 1, Table I.

2. To determine the extent to which lack of contact bptween rating officers

and subject officers affects the value of the coefficients obtained in study outlined

in 1 above. (For variables, see column 5 of Table I).
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3. To determine the extent to which Academy variables are related to

officer success in three subdivisions of arms and services. The variables studied

were those shown to be valid in the study mentioned in 1 above and those having

presumptive validity for one or more of the arm or service subdivisions. (For

variables, see columns 3 and 4 of Table I).

4. Determination of the relative value of components of the aptitude rating

in predicting the later success criterion. (Colurmn 2, Table I)

II. Population

Since the cadet evaluation methods, current when the study was initiated, were

first used with the class of 1944, this group was selected for :;tudy. Cf the 474

,radutates UI the Class of 194I, follow-up records were available for PO off fcere

eighteen months after _,raduation. The study was condacted on the basis of 22) offIcers.

Due to the pressures of war the class of 1944 differed from the -verage West

Point graduating class in the following respects:

A. Its members were in attendance at the Academy during a time when requirements

for admission and 3raduation were much less stringent than ordinarily.

B. The class was larger than usual.

C. An abridged curriculum which reduced the course of studies from 4 to 3 years

was in effect.

D. Approximately 1/3 of the cadets were graduated as fully trained air pilots,

whereas ordinarily cadets are given training Just sufficient to provide them with a

tactical understanding of air operations.

III. Description of Variables

The same variables are not used in all parts of the study. Although this was

technically undesirable, limitations of time and personnel made it administratively

necessary. Only the variables which appeared to be most significant for each problem

were utilized.
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The variables used for the specific statistical operations in each part of the

study are listed in Table I. In most cases they are self-explanatory. Description

follows of those variables whose meaning may not be self-evident.

A. Predictor variables

1. Total Proportional Parts: This is an over-all score which is determined

upon graduation on the basis of a weighted combination of all the grades received

throughout tne 3 years at the AcadeaW. It includes the other predictor variables. The

specific weighting system used was devised at West Point and puts heavy emphasis upon

academic achievements.

2. Conduct: Cadets failing to comply with academic regulations and customs

are given demerits. On the basis of the number of demerits received, cadets are given

grades for conduct at the end of each academic year and placed in a final order of

merit at the end of the last year.

3. Aptitude for Service: This variable consists of a composite of ratings

cn a priori components of leadership ability. The yearly rating is a combination of

the ratings accomplished by fellow-cadets and by tactical officers. Final standing in

Aptitude-for-Service is a sum of the yearly ratings. For this study, Aptitude for

Service total was broken down into ratings by officers and ratings by fellow cadets

for each year.

4 . Academic Course Grades: Grades in the following courses are used as

predictor variables in one or another part of the study: Tactics, Physical Training,

Military Instructor Training, Military Engineering, History, Ordnance, Law, Economics,

Mechanics, Electricity, Mathematics and Physics. The specific class years are as

indicated in Table I.
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B. Criterion Variables

1. Desirability for Comrand (Attitude): This refers to Section F of the

Form 67 which is the rating officer's attitude toward the rates. For computational

purposes the following code was utilized:

Code Description

1 Particularly desire to have him

2 Be pleased to have him

3 Be satisfied to have him

4 Prefer not to have him

5 Definitely not want him

lNo entry

2. Arm Grade: This was the officer's grade as it appeared In Section B of

the latest Form 67 available.

3. Last Numerical Rating: This Is the rating appearing in Section M of

Form 67. It is the result of averaging ratings on the following:

a. Physical Activity and Endurance

b. Stability under pressure

c. Attention to duty

d. Cooperation

e. Initiative

f. Intelligence

g. Force

h. Judgment

i. Leadership

J. Ability to obtain results

4d. Semi-Annual Ratings: This is an average of all the Numerical Ratings

(Entry M on Form 67) weighted according to the time each covered, which were given to

the rates during the six-month period covered by the last Form 67 accomplished (June

1945 to Dec. 1945). Ratings are regularly given every six months, but are also given

when an officer changes rank or organization.
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C. Other variables

1. Arm or Service: specified on Form 67.

2. Degree of rater's contact: This refers to Section E of Form 67 in which

the rater indicates the basis on which his entries on the form are formulated. For

computation3L. purposes the following code was utilized:

Code Description

1 Intimte daily contact

2 Frequent observations of results

of his work

3 Infrequent

4 Academic Record

5 Official Rejort

X No entry

IV. Procedure

A. Collection of Data

1. Roster cards Including components of graduation total proportional parts

for the West Point graduates in the class of 1944 were secured from West Point.

2. Criterion informtion was secured from the Efficiency Reporting and

Bating Sub-Section; Officers Branch, AGD, Washington.

B. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis can be roughly divided into five parts (as indicated

in Table 1).

1. intercorrelations were computed for representative predictor and criterion

variables for the group as a whole, excluding only those 60 cases whose efficiency

4 ratings were based on school records.

2. Intercorrelations were computed for the vuriables listed in columns 3 and

4 of Table 1 with the group divided into three sub-groups according to Arm or Service

as follows:I
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a. Predominantly Infantry Officers; also Included a few in Cavalry

and Military Police (N = 97)

b. Technical Officera; Including Field Artillery, Coast Artillery,

Quartermaster Corps, Engineer (N = 127)

c. Air Corps Officers (N = 56)

3. In order to investigate the possibility that specific academic sub.4ect

grades my predict the critoria significantly better than others in the different groups,

intercorrelations were computed for academic subject grades and the criterion variables

far tae sae three groups.

4. Li order to investigate the possibility that degree of contact may

influonoe the relationships found between the predictor and criterion variables, the

group was divided into two sub-groups according to degree of contact as follows and

intercorrelations computed.

a. Degree of Contact 1 (N = 156)

b. Degree of Contact 2, 3, 5 (N = 66)

5. In order to investigate the possibility that certAin of the components

of the Aptitude for Service rating had better rredictive value, this rating was broken

down into Its components and these were related to the criteria and other representa-

tive predictor variables.

V. Fvesults and Conclusions:

A. For Assignment Regardless of Branch or Service:

For a first approximation to the question of the extent to which sccres on

the curriculum elements at West Point are related to later success of West Point

graduates, the variables found in column 1, Table 1 were intercorrelated. These

variables include measures of success eighteen months after graduation as well as

representative measures from those which formed the basis for final standing upon

graduation from the Academy. All graduates in the class of forty-four were used for

which efficiency records were available and based on a period of actual duty.
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The full ,atrix of intercorrelations is found in Table II and a summary of

the most important coefficients is found in Table III. It will be noted that the

relationship of the West Point variables to on-the-Job success is, in general, rather

lov. Measure of success at the Acadeiq is not in general highly related to later

success an ooiommiusioned officer.

It Is particuaerly interesting to note that Graduation Total Proportional

Parts, which determined final standing and o)rder on the promotion list for the cadets

of any one year, has v.Lrtually no bearing upon the extent to which a graduate will be

suooessful. (The r a .00 against semi-annual rating, .14 against Attitude and .I1

against grade.) This suggests considerable need for revision of the method of

determining final standing or a revision in the nethod of determining order for

promotion.

On the other hend, Aptitude for Service shoved a moderately high correlation

with later success. (.39 with semi-annual rating, .26 with attitude, and .19 with

grade.) Any composite of variables to obtain a final standing at West Point should

emphasize Aptitude for Service. The present under-emphasIs of this variable in

determining final standing is shown by the lack :f validity of Graduation Total

Proportional Parts, which, with proper weighting, should have at least as high a

correlation with success as its beat component.

We have other interesting relationships present in these data. The fact that

physical efficiency stands as the second highest variable in predicting success is in

keeping with its prediction of a variety of non-physical variables in the Academy and

indicates that the physical efficiency variables might carry greater weight in final

class standing. It Is clear that non-academic factors, e.g.,Aptitude for Service and

Physical Efficiency are better than academic grades, e.g.,course grades and Total

Proportional Parts (heavily weighted with class-room grades) in predicting officer

success. This fact should certainly be given consideration as the relative weights

of the components of Total Proportional Parts are modified through the years ahead.
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4 It is elgnific&at that the correlation of the predictors and criterioz

variables with 1rado see)s to indicate that promotions did not occur prima,'ily as a

function of clase standlng at West Point. Grade correlates very clooe to zero vith

Cbaduatior Total ?roportional Parts (which would determine clasa standing) and shows

sno near appreciable correlation only with Aptitude for Service Ratings and Semi-annual

Ratings. The correleticns of this variable with the remaining variables of the analysis

are all sufficiently low as to suggest that factors other than thoce included in the

West Point grading system must have played an itportant role in detearmiuing promotions.

This point is stressed to dispel ai doubts the rrador We. have held ae to the blasming

effect of determination of promotion by West Point class standing on a prediction

study of this sort.

j B. Validity as a function of contact between ratees and their superior

officers:

In order to determine if low validities of the West Point Total Proportional

Parts components are a function of inadequacy of the criteria, the group was separated

into those who had intimate daily contact with raters and those who had no such contact.

Tbles IV and V show these correlations and Table VI a summary of the more important

relationships. It will be noted that the means and SD's of Tables TV and V show few

if anW significant differences as a result of this subdivision of the population. For

the two criteria, attitude and semi-a.nnual rating, which would reflect the day-to-day

efficiency of the raters, increase in the validity of all West Point variables was

obtairnd when the raeings carried out by supervisors with little knowledge of daily

performance were eliminated (see Table Vi). There was only one major change in the

relative importance of the West Point variables as a result of this change in the

criteria. That is found in the much higher correlation (.29 4 .24 rather than

.00 ; .02) of the conduct variable when the raters are basing their ratinrs upon daily

contact.
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It is Intereatiug to note that Grade has hi6ier correlation with the other

two criterion variables in the low as opposed to the nigh contact 6roup. Presumablý,

ratine officers are influenced by Grade when the rates Is not well known but are little

influenced when he is well known to them. Graduation Total Proportional Parts also

shows higher correlation with grade in the low as opposed to the high contact. Its

correlation with the other two criteria, however, is lower in low contact group than

In tha high contact. 1o convincine explanation of these latter findings can be offered.

:t Is poss:ble that they are eamplinr fluctuatiore.

In conclusion, we uan state that although the criterion correlations were

somewhat hiter with Improved opportunity for criterion observations, the conclusions

reazhed in 1 abcvc, still stand. The non-academic variables are mor3 highly related to

the criteria thax Total Proportional Parts which still bears a negligible relationship

to all criteria.

C. Prediction of euccc::- within a more homogeneous assignent:

The above d-ata have !-pJ=ied that, throughout the Army, academic achievement

(Total Proportional Parts) iB not particularly related to the success of West Point

graduates. The possibility that certain of the academic variables would have

predictive value within certain assIannents seemed worth Investigatirn. For example,

the possibility that acle:.ce and technical courses night have greater predictive

value within the technical group was considered. Representative academic course

Srades were, therefore, related to the criterion within troop command, technical, and

Air Corps assigr.nent groups. To obtain a basis for comparison, the variables used in

studyinZ the group as a whole were also examined. These relationships are foiund in

Tables VII, VIII, IX, X, XI and XII. Table XI1I summarizes the more important

relationships.



It will be noted from Table XIII that all criterion correlations are highest

within the Infantry and show virtually no relationship within the Air Corps. It is

particularly interesting to note that Grade is, vithin the Infantry, =ch more highly

related to the final class standing than to the non-academlc components. Apparentl]y,

promotion it more influenced by West Point class standing within the Infantry than in

other arms and services.

If we take a semi-annual rating as the best indicator of success, recognizing

that Grade bears a spurious relationship to the predictors and that the attitude

variable is based upon a shorter period of contact and includes the bias of a single

rater, we find that differential success within the three assignments studied cannot

be predicted from academic grades. Validities against the other criteria do not

A significantly contradict the above generalization.

There is no indication from Table XIII that academic gradee are useful

predictors of success in the technical services. The academic subJects bore even less

relationship to success in tte technical services than they did in the group as a whole.

Aptitude for Service was the oay consistent predictor for this group.

As a result of this subsidiary study, it might appear that the findings for

the Infantry field might modify the original conclusion that academic grades should

receive less weight in future determination cf final class standing. Grades have

signifiant validity within this group. Their validity here, however, does not alter

the earlier conclusion regarding their present over-emphasis in the dotermination of

final standing. Since the Increase in the validity of the academic components was

accompanied by equivalent rise in the validity of the non-academic components. For

this group, as for all others studied, the most valid weights for final class standing

are roughly in the proportions; Physical Efficiency, 1; Conduct, 1j; and Aptitude

For Service, 2j. We assume here that these weights are to be applied to varLableas

with equal S.D.'s.
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In sumary, we point out that: (a) differential success in the three

services cannot be predicted from West Point grades, (b) onJl the non-academic

components have validity in tho services other than Infantry, and (c) even within the

Infantry where academic grades are more predictive, their composite is no better than

eWj one of the non-academic variables, and Aptitude for the Service continues to be

the best predlctor of later success.

D. Determination of the relative validity of the components of the Aptitude

for Service Rating:

The surprisingly high validity of the Aptitude for Service Rating throughout

the preceeding portions of this project made an examiration of its components highly

dealrele. To accomplish this, the various ratings going into Aptitude for Service

were obtained and intercorrelated. The intercorrelations are found in Table XIV and a

summery of the important relationships is found in Table XV.

Th1ese results indicate a slight superiority of the cadet ratings over the

tactical officers ratings as evidenced by the first order validities. If we consider

Aptitude for Service in connection with the academic grades, as we might for the

Infantry, this superiority is still greater since the cadet ratings give a more

independent estimate (see the higher correlation of Tactical Officers Rating with

Total Proportional Parts).

It is also apparent from the correlations reported in the summry table

that the leadership component is somewhat more valid than the remaining three. This is

true for both Tactical Officers Ratings and Cadets Ratings.

Determination of the optimum weights for combining these various ratings,

although originally planned, was dropped when it was learned that the Aptitude for

Service Rating bad been modified eliminating the components here studied.
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VI. Reconmendations for Future Research

Administrative action that may be taken on the basis of this study should be

tempered by the following considerations: first, the number of cases involved in the

study was not large and therefore the resulting correlations obtained would tend to

be somwhat unstable. This is especially true when the total population Is divided

into sub-groups. Second, the criterion data was collected eighteen months after

graduation from the Acadea. During a period of such duration one cannot expect to

obtain a criterion measure reflecting the long term value of an officer to the service.

It Is therefore highly desirable that research be extended over a longer period

of tim and that more casoe be obtained. Very possibly, with increase in the period

of time between graduation and the evaluation of officer competence, the relationship

between the predictor variables and the criterion will change. It would be desirable

to analyze data from this same group after a five-to ten-year period and determine the

effect of length of service on the predictive value of the various West Point measures.

It is also necessary to continue similar follow-up studies with other classes in order

to minimize thb effect of the etypical characteristics of the present class and to

appraiae the effects of changes in the Aptitude-for-Service Ratings and the efficiency

rating form.

A further limitation of these findings that mist temper administrative action

is the fact that the high weights, at present, given to academic components of

Graduation Total Proportional Parts is undoubtedly a strong motivational factor

governing the study habits of cadets. Should the weights given to academic components

of Graduation Total Proportional Parts be reduced in order to increase the predictive

value of graduation standing, a change in motivational level could result. This could

be dangerous since the effects on officer efficiency of a reaaction in academic

achievement which might result from a changed motivational level are unknown. If a

method can be devised whereby the present motivational level can be maintained, at the

* same time that the weights given to academic courses are reduced, such modification of

the weighting procedure would be more feasible.
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One criterion variable omitted from the present study walch will be included

in future analysis Le attrition. Attrition records in the Official Army Register w113

be obtaihod and related to predictor variables. The cases lost to the service vili

be divided into sub-&oupa aocording to the reason, i.e., left the service, discharged,

killed, etc.

VII. Personnel in charge

Former Project Director: G. Hanilton Crook

Project director and former statistical advisor: R. H. Gaylord,

Statistical Advisor: K. Wood

Assistant to Project Director: E. Russell
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TAML I

LST 01P VARIAE UME IN EACH PART OF TEE cMJDY

Group as a Whole Group Divided According to Arm Group Divided
of Ser'•,ce According to

Degree of
Gneral Predictors Components of Aptitude General Predictors Academic Contact

for Service Differen- Courses
tiated Differenti-

ated

2 3

1. Fourth Class 1. Graduation-Total 1. Fourth Class 1. Aptitude 1. Fourth Claus
Tear Proportional Proportional Parts Year Proportional for Service Tear Proportion-

Parts Parts el Parts.
2. Third Claus 2. Mlitary Instrac- 2. Third Claus 2. Propor- 2. Third Class
Tear Proportional tor Training Year Proportional tional Parts Tear Proportion-

Parts Parts Military al Parts.
3. First Clas 3. Leadership Isti- 3. First Claus Engineer. 3. First Class
Year Proportional nate-Officers 2nd' Year Proporttoaal 3. Prop. Year Propor-
Parts. Term Parts Parts-Riot tional Parts
4. Graduation To- 4. Attitude-Offi- 4. Graduation To- 4. Prop. 4. Graduation
tal Proportional cers 2nd Term tal Proportional Parts- Total Propor-
Parts. 5. Military Appear- Parts. Ordnance tional Partx.

Pre4ictor 5. Military In- ance-Offlcer 2nd 5. Military in- 5. Prop. 5. Military In-
Variables struotor Train- Term. structor Train- Parts-law structor Train-

Ing (First Class ing (First Class Ing (First
Year) Tear) Class Year)
6. Military 6. Preference in
Physical Effi- War Officer 2nd Term 6. Military Physi- 6. Prop. 6. Military
cieney (First cal Efficiency Parts-Eco- Physical Effi-
Class Tear) (First Class Year) nmices oiency (First
7. Aptitude for 7. Tactics-3rd Class 7. Aptitude for 7. Prop. Class Year)
Service (First Yr. Service (First Parts-Ma- 7. Aptitude
Claus Tear) Claus Year) chanics for Service

(First Claus
Year)

8. Tacttcs(Third 8. Conduct-3rd 8. Tactics (Third S. Prop. Parts- 8. Tactics
Class Year) Claus Yr. Class Year) Electricity (Third Class

Year)
9. Conduct (Third 9. Av. Preference
Clasa Year) Officers lot 9. Ccnduct (Third 9. Prop. Parts- 9. Conduct

Term Class Year) Math. (Third Class
10. Prop. Parts- Year)

10. Physical "1ff- Physics

ciency
U1. Aptitude for

Sv - lot Class Yr.
12. Leadership

Zat. Cadet
let Term

13. Attitude 1st
Term

14&. Military Ap-
pear. let
Term

15. Av. Prof by
Cadets

16. leadership-Cadets
2nd Term

17. Attitude 2nd
Teom

18. Military Appear.
2nd Term

19. Average Prefer-
ence 2nd Term

10. Grade 20. Grade 10. Grade 11. Grade 10. Grade
Criterion 1i. Attitude 21. Semi-Annual Rating 11. Attitude (Deet- 12. Attitude Il. Attitude
Variables (Desirability 22. Attitude(Desirab6li- rability for Com- (Desirability (Desirability

for Command) ty for mrnd) for Comand) tfor command)
12 . Semi-amnnal commnAn) 12. Semi-Annual 13. Semi-Annual 112. Semi-
Rting Form 61 23. Numerical Rating Eating Rating jAnnual Rating
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TABLE III

SUMMA5Y OF CRITERION RELATIONSHIPS OF REPRESENTATIVE WEST POINT
VARIABLES

Criterion Variables

Predictor Variables Grade Attitude Seou-
(Desirability for Annual
ComiW.) Rating

Graduation Total .148 .140 .078
Proportional Parts

Military Instructor .091 .043 .091
Training (First Class

Year)

Military Phyuioal Efficiency .087 .109 .212
(FPit Class Year)

Aptitude for Service .194 .257 .385
(First Class Year)

Tactics (First Class Year) .18 .. 08 .130

Conduct (Third Class Year) .118 .205 .176
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S~TABLE VI

F

COMPARISON OF CORREIATIONS OF GROUPS HAVING DIFFERENT DEGREES OF C011TACTWITH THEIR RATING SUPERIORS

Predictor Variables Criterion Varialles

Attitude Semi-Annual Rating

Daily Little Daily Little
Contact Contact Contac t Contact

Graduation Total Pronortional Part .207 -. 015 .113 -. 051

Military Instructor Training .094 .078 .144 -. 051
(First Class Year)

Military Physical Efficiency .185 .034 .218 .201
(First Class Yoar)

Aptitude for Servioe .306 .101 .441 .250
(First Class Year)

Tactics (Third Class Year) .138 .0o7 .142 .111

Conduct (Third Class Year) .287 .003 .242 .018
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TABLE XIII
CORYLICO3 Oe PMEICTOIR AND CPUTMRIcN VARIABLM FOR M GROUP

DIV= MTO 3 SMTh GROUfS ACCORDINGY TO ARM OR SMVIC!

Criteria

Predicotoaw Sej d -Amnual Attitude Grade
Rat__ _ _ (Deerabllty) AtWe.lned

(Cla. Tee al Air Technioal AlA Technioal Air
Tear) Infantry Service. Corps Infantr7 Servioes Corps Inaentry Services Corps

Total Prop. Parts I-IT .26 .08 .00 .15 .22 .05 .3•3 .09 -. UI

Ist Clams Tr. ProT,. aerts I .32 .10 -. 08 .18 .1a .00 .3q .05 .05

)iI. Mns. I .27 .12 .02 .20 .23 .02 .20 .0o4 -. 03
wHstor- I .20 .10 -. 14 .04 .26 -. 03 .30 .*0 .01
Ordnece I .22 .04 -. 01 .14 .13 .13 .31 .10 -. 09
1I .22 .12 .03 .14 .08 .14 .23 .03 -. 03
Uocmdos I .24 .10 .03 .09 .12 .15 .30 .10 -. 12

YAohbiOaG I .19 .06 .02 .21 .17 .z4 .21 .06 .00
Ileotrlolty I .18 .00 .01 .13 .17 .C9 .29 -. 02 .01
Mathamatlao in .07 .Y4 -. 12 .33 .17 -. 06 .20 .03 -. 03
Ph•sio IiI .17 .o9 -. i4 .00 .16 -. 07 .16 .07 .06
MI. Instr. Ta. I .24 .04 .05 .06 .06 .24 .23 .02 .12

Tactics I'I .24 .14 .14 .16 .i4 .07 .2 .12 -. 08

Ki. Phys. Ef. 1 .24 .32 .02 .15 .06 .02 .07 .10 -. 01

Cooduot InI .36 .07 .07 .22 .23 -. 07 .13 .12 -. 23

Apt. for Service I .51 .32 .18 .31 .25 .14 .33 .13 -. 03

kth Class Tr. Total IT .23 .07 -. ii -.13 -. 14 .03 -. 27 -. 03 .07
Prop Part* I

3r Class Yr. Tot-al MI .23 .09 -.08 -. 15 -. 21 .02 -. 26 -. 07 .08
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I. TABLE XV

CHART SHOWING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE COMPONENITS OF' THE GRADUATIONi TOTAL
PROPORTIONAL PARTS AND THE CRITERIA FOR THE GRO0UP AS A WHO19

CRITERION VARIABLES

Semi -annual ArMy
Rating Grade

Predictor Variables (Dec. 45) Attitude (tqmp)

Total Proportional parts (grad.) .06 .12 .13

Mil. Instr. Tng. .08 .07 .09

Tacti s .13 .10 .13
Conduct .16 .15 .10

PhICa. Efftciente .17 .08 .09

Aptitude for Service .34 .24 .17

Aptitude ratings by ---

Tho 0Ol .26 .19 .09

Cadets, let term .32 .23 .13

Cadets, 2nid term .30 .19 .10

Aptitude ratings ---

By Tao O's, 2d term:

Leadership .25 .18 .114

Attitude .21 .18 .14

Mil. Appearance .22 .16 .14

Desir/command .22 .16 .15

By Cadets, 2d term:

Leadership .33 .20 .14

Attitude .28 .22 .13

Mil. Appearance .29 .22 .08 j

Desir/comwid .30 .19 .10

48 317"


